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EDITING THE MASORETIC INDEX OF THE CAIRO CODEX ' 
As we al1 know, since 1979, the main purpose OS the Hebrew 
Bible Team to which 1 belong was to publish the Editio Princeps of 
the Cairo Codex of the Prophets. The details concerning this edition 
have been explained on many occasions by Dra. Fernández Tejero 
and me, and 1 am not going to repeat them now. 1 will only say 
that between 1979 and 1988 the seven projected volumes of our 
edition have been published. At the moment, we are preparing the 
eighth volume, correspondiig to the masoretical indices of the codex, 
the main purpose OS this paper. 
The edition of these indices is fully justified, because it will make 
possible the use of the other seven volumes: tbe localization of the 
terms quoted in the masorah, the study of the different forms OS a 
root, the relationship Masorah Magna/Masorah Parva (MM/MP), 
etc. 
For some time, we have known the special character OS the 
masorah of the Cairo Codex (C). It is an extremely accurate manu- 
script regarding the masorah, and it is always interesting to  prove 
that a manuscript is correct precisely where others are not. For 
example, whereas Leningrad (L) occasionally writes its MM in the 
next or preceding page of the text of the corresponding word, Cairo 
almost never does. We only find it in one case: in Jer 42,17, 
concerning the word ?>¡y), where the MM is written on the next 
folio. Usnally it is extremely accurate in offering its masorah in the 
right place, and in repeating the note of MP in MM. It very seldom 
writes the MM in the left margin of the text, as in 2 Sam 24,23 
($m> ~ > n n ) ,  taking the place which belongs to the central column. 
In his article published in 1963 -La masora del Códice de 
Profetas de El Cairo. ', Prof. Pérez Castro compared several cases 
Ponencia leída en el X congreso de la ~International Organizalion for Masoretic 
Studiesm, celebrado en Nueva Orleans al 19 de noviembre de 1990. 
Sejizrad XXnI (1963) pp. 227-235. 


